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I. Introduction

In a one-period model economic theory yields-no predictions about the

total effect on labor supply of variations of a proportional income tax. To

obtain specific results one must turn to empirically estimated labor supply

functions. However, the empirical literature on labor supply functions. con-

tain a wide range of estimated wage rate elasticities, both positive and

negative. The only really robust results seem to be that leisure is a normal

good, and that the own wage rate substitution effect is positive. Does this

imply that economics has nothing to contribute to the evaluation of various

proposed changes in tax schedules? Fortunately, this is not the case. In

the present paper I show that for many types of variations in a nonlinear tax,

smooth or piecewise linear, one can derive quite detailed results about the

effect -on labor supply, especially if one is willing to assume that leisure

js a normal good.

The theory of labor supply with nonlinear taxes has not been developed

much so far. Hausman (1983) contains a few results for a one-period model,

and Blomquist (1984b) contains some results for a two-period model. In the

present paper I study the theory of nonlinear taxes and labor supply in a one-

period model using simple geometric arguments. In Section 2 of the paper I

derive results where only information of the form of the tax schedules and

the assumptions tha: preferences are srr.ily convex and leisure is a normal

good are used. In Section 3 I give resul-s where information of the optimum

position on the original budget constrain: is used. Section 4 presents

results regarding the effect of variations of parameters of a progressive

piecewise linear tax. Finally, in sectior I discuss what the results of

Blomquis: (1984a) surveys studies tha: have tried tc model the infuence
of taxes on indiv-iduals' budge: consrrirrsi. areful way. Almos: a~l :.ic
these srudies show a posi:ive own wage rare e:ec: and a nega:ive income ee
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the paper imply about the interpretation of estimated labor supply functions.

2. Results Using the General Shape of the Budget Constraint

In the following we always assume preferences can be represented by a

strictly quasiconcave utility function U(C,h), increasing in C (consumption),

and decreasing in h (hours of work). Maximization of U(-) s.t. the linear

budget constraint C < y + wh, where y is nonlabor income and w the wage rate,

yields the labor supply function h(y,w).

Definition 1: Leisure (labor) is a normal good if yl > y2 implies

h(y 1 ,w) < h(y 2 ,w)"

In definition 2 below we introduce nonlinear budget constraints of the

form C < g(h) and C < G(h). However, in order to simplify the notation we

simply write the budget constraints as g(h) and G(h). Throughout the paper

these functions are assumed to be continuous.

Definition 2: Suppose we have a budget constraint g(h), Q < h C R, which

migh: be either smooth or piecewise linear, and replace this with another bud-

get constraint G(h), Q 0 h < , such that G(h) > g(h) for all h, and G'(h) <

g'(h) at all points where the derivative exists, then G(h) is said to be an

ALS (Above Less Slope) budget constraint relative to g(h).

Proposition 1: I leisure is a normal good, and a convex and smooth

budget constraint g(h) is replaced by an ALS budget constrain:, which does not

have to be convex and/or smooth, then hours of work will decrease.

Nore :hat since G~r±) does no: have to be conver, there migh: exist multiple

oprima for this budge: constrain:. however, all optima will Lie to the lef

e: :ne ol1 optimun poin-. We use figure 1 to give a proof of the proposition.
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Figure 1

Proof: in figure 1, g(h) is the original budget constraint. G(h) is the

ALS budget constraint. A is the original optimum point. B is the point on

G(h) right above A. I-I is a linearized budget constraint passing through A

anc i-II is a parallel budget line passing through B. Since leisure is a

nomal good, there exists a tangency point on I-1I to the left of B. This

there is an indifference curve passing through B, cutting the budget

line II-II fro below. We denote this indifference curve III. Since, to the

right of B, III lies above II-II, which lies above G(h), it is true that B is

pref erred to all points on G(h), which are to the right of B. In a small

nei.ghborhood to the left of B we are sure that Ill lies below G(h) . This

imples tha: there exists feasible poinzs to the left of B, which are preferred

tc z . Eence., the new optimum point mus: be to the left of B and A. /
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Proposition 2: If leisure is a normal good, and a convex piecewise linear

budget constraint is replaced by an ALS budget constraint, then

i) if the optimum h* on g(h) is at a kink, and the ALS budget constraint

also has a kink at h*, then hours of work will not increase.

ii) if the conditions under i do not apply, then hours of work will de-

crease.

Proposition 2 can be proved in a way very similar to the way proposition

1 was proved. The proof is therefore omitted.

The reversals of Propositions 1 and 2 are obviously also true. That is,

if there initially is a budget constraint G(n), and this is replaced by a

budget constraint g(h), where G(h) is an ALS budget constraint relative to g(h),

then if leisure is a normal good, labor supply will increase.

In propositions 1 and 2 we assumed g(h) to be convex, but allowed G(h)

to be nonconvex. We could equally well have assumed that G(h) is convex, and

g(h) nonconvex. The important thing is that at least one of the two budget

sets is convex. The joint assumvtions trat G'(<) < g'(h) and one of the two

sets is convex ensures that the budget line II-Xi lies everynere above G(h),

to the righto o: .
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3. Results Using information About the Optimum Position

When evaluating the effect on labor supply of a change in a tax schedule,

we often are in the situation that we know or easily can obtain information

about individuals' optimum positions, given the present tax schedule. Below

I study how such information can be used to assess the effect of changes in

the tax schedule.

Proposition 3: Let g(h) be a continuous budget constraint of any shape,

and let C*, h* be the unique optimizing point for this budget constraint.

Suppose that g(h) is differentiable at h*~. Let G(h) be another continuous

budget constraint. If leisure is a normal good, G(h*) > g(h*), the straight

line with slope g'(h*) passing through the point (h*,G(h*)) lies nowhere

below G(h) for h > h*, and not above G(h) for (at least) some small neighbor-

hood of h* to the left of h*, then hours of work vill decrease as g(h) is

replaced by G(h).

Proof: In figure 2, g(h) is the original budget constraint. A is the

optimum point given g(h). I-I is a straight line tangent to g(h) at h*.

is a parallel straight line passing through h*, G(h*). The fact that

leisure is a normal good implies there is a tangency solution on II-II to

the left of E. This implies there is ar. indifference curve passing through

cutzing the line Il-II from below. we denore this indifference curve III.

To the right of B this indifference curve lies above 11-7,. which never lies

below G(h). Hence, it follows that B is pref erred to all points on G(h) to

mhe right of E. In a small neighborhood to the left of B we are sure the in-

difference curve I lies below G(h). This impnlies there exist feasible poirnts

mc the lef: of B. which are Dreferred to B. Hence, the new optimum point must

be :c mhe le:t o: h*. //
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One can make modifications of proposition 3 to take account of kinks in

either g(h) or G(h). Likewise one could state a similar proposition for the

case where G(h) lies below g(h). In order not to burden the reader with

repetitious details, these modifications are not spelled out here.

The results of proposition 3 make it possible to draw (at least partial)

conclusions about the effect of changes in tax schedules on the labor supply

c: a nopulario Cf workers. The old schedule car. be divided inte segments

where the assumptions of propositior 3 are satisfied, and segments where they

are not. I: should be fairly easy to figure out how large part of the popula-

tion that is situated orn segments where the assumptions of proposition 3 are

saris:ied. One would then have a lower bound estimate of the numbe: of people

that would decrease hours of work i: the change in tai schedules were done.

As a:: example, conside: the tax schedules ir. rigure 3, where che "old" t:

schedule isgvery g', and the "ne ta: schedulebG(. That is ,the
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tax reform would widen the income brackets, lower the marginal tax for low

incomes and raise it for high incomes. Using proposition 3,- and assuming

leisure is a normal good, it is easily established that individuals in income

brackets corresponding to the intervals c < h < d and h > e will decrease their

labor supply if g(h) is replaced by G(h).

C

+ G(h)

Sg(h)

a b c c e h

Figure 3

. aramete: Changes it a Convex Piece-ise Linear 'a: Schedule

Almost all real world tax schedules are piecewise linear. In many in-

stances the schedules also have the property that the marginal tax is non-

decreasing. Actual tax ref ortr often is of the form that one or more parameters

ofsuch a schedule are changed . It is hence of large practical interest to

es tabli~sh the effects on labor supoly of variations it the parameters of a

ieewise linear convex tax schedule. Beloc this is done b studvint effects

changes where jus: one parameter is changed a: a time.
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Let Bt and B n be taxable and nontaxable nonlabor income respectively.

Let w be the gross wage rate and h hours of work. If E denotes a general

exemption, 'the taxable income is x = wh + Bt - B. Let the income tax be of

the form
x

Tax (x) = T + f t (z) dz ,
0

(1)

where t is an increasing step function such that t (z) =ti for A._1 z < A. ,

i = 15.....If the tax function has this form, then the budget constraint

will have the general shape shown in figure 4.

y 3 3

-l

p

Figure 4

Weasum B> .. bu tatB - <4..e v B E(lt(B -)-

:he slope c: tne first segment o: the budge: cons rain: is v ~- .The

upper 2 LrZ: of.. .. e firs: interval i B !.±~general, the

thecc:e segmentL Kws - w(l-Y ) blte upper -: C tecorres-

ioe-a c tehai sE.=(.- )w The intercepts on thecoI
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C-axis of the extended segments have.come to be called virtual incomes.

The virtual incomes can be calculated by the recursive formula y.=

y.- +. (w 1 -w.)H.- = y + (t. - t. )(A. + E-_Bt),i = 2,...

We will now study the effect on labor supply of variations in T, E,

A., t., and w.
i 1

Change of the lumpsum tax

A change in T has exactly the same effect as a change in -Bnt, so what

is said for changes in T applies also for changes in -Bnt. A decrease in

T will shift the budget constraint upwards in a parallel fashion. It is

easy to show that the following is true.

Proposition 4: If leisure is a normal good, then a decrease in T will

decrease labor supply for individuals who do not have their optimum points

at kink points. The new optimum might be on the same segment as before, or

on a lower segment. The labor supply of individuals with the optimum at

a kink point will either not change or decrease.

The proposition is obvious and needs no formal proof.

Change of the exemption level

Ar. increase in the exemnnion level EI ill:

i) increase all y

ii) not change any w.

iii) increase all the ti.

The change irte Dudger resmrictiO. is illustratec in:figure>5
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proposition 5: I+ leisure is a norm.l good, then

i) individuals with an original op t imu in the intervals (O ,'_) and

(K F , ~ .. will decrease their labor Supple.

i) individuals with an original ov ti mum in an -interval (E.

.... can ei ther increase or decrease their labor suIy. Lf labor

sr_ ineae :cramo:increase ' :c tone uo"~ t.ofthe

o riginal interval.6

: a D e__ or segr. nr - ras~eerl: :_:----r:r.: -s Ze: :fth
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budget constraint. This is a contradiction. We hence conclude the new

optimum must be less than or equal to B..

From proposition 5 we see that some people might increase their labor

supply if the exemption level is increased. Overall, however, there is a

strong tendency for a decrease.

Change of tax bracket limit

An increase in the upper limit A, of an income tax bracket will:

i) leave all lower segments unchanged

ii) increase the value of H. by GA./w
JJ

iii) increase the value of y. for i -= j + 1, j + 2,...

The change of the budget constraint is illustrated in figure 6.

C

- -

/

/
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iig LTL EC

-'roDos::ior E6: I f leisure is a nc aI good. nre air increase it _.

n c: Chang :he In .± iea t" r ~ie:iin. ~ 'gso

at: of trhe segmens _ ....
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ii) if the original optimum was in the interval (H.,H.), then labor

supply might either increase or decrease. If it increases, it can at

most increase up to H..

iii) if the original optimum was greater than II., then labor supply

will decrease.

Parts i. and iii. of the proposition can be proved by use of proposition

3. Part ii. can be proved using the arguient used for part ii. of proposi-

tion 5.

Change of the marginal tax rate

An increase of the marginal tax rate for tax bracket j will

i) leave segments i = 1, ... ,j-1 unchanged

ii) decrease the slope of segment j and increase the corresponding

virtual income.

4.ii) decrease the virtual incomes of segments i = j + 1, j + 2,...

The change in the budget constraint is illustrated in figure 7.

C

/ rr--

f2

2

T- T.

-"- r.

i.
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. Proposition 7: An increase in the tax rate t., which might render

the new budget constraint nonconvex, will:

i) not change labor supply if the original optimum was on segment

i = ,...,J -1

ii) if the original optimum was on segment j labor supply might

either increase or decrease. However, labor supply can not decrease more

than down to H.
J-1

iii) if leisure is a normal good and the original optimum is greater

than H., then labor supply will increase.
J

Part i. of the proposition is obvious. Part iii. can be proved along

similar lines as when proposition 3 was proved. Hence I will only give a

detailed proof of part ii. and only of the fact that labor supply cannot

decrease below H.
i-1

C W.

LB

CC

Figure E



Consider figure 8. Let the original optimum be at A. This implies

that the slope of the indifference curve at A is w.. To the left of A the

indifference curves cut the segment from above. Hence, the slope of the

indifference curve passing through B has slope IB j . Now, we make the

(false) assumption that the new optimum is on segment j - 1 at C. The slope

of the indifference curve at C is w l. To the right of C the indifference

curves cut the segment from below. Hence, the slope of the indifference curve

passing through B has slope IB > wj1> <B We obtain a contradiction

and conclude that the new optimum cannot be to the left of B.

Change of the gross wage rate

An increase in the gross wage rate will

i) increase the slope of all segments

ii) decrease the upper limits H. for all segments

iii) leave all virtual incomes unchanged. We illustrate the change in

the budget constraint in figure 9.

Ct

I3,.)

--

igure 9
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Let us denote the marginal wage rates on the old budget constraint by

old new
w. and the marginal wage rates on the new budget constraint by w. . WeW. and.

can then state:

Proposition 8: An increase of the gross wage rate w has the following

effect-

i) if leisure is a normal good, the original optimum is in an interval

-new old
(.,H.), and wnw < wld then labor supply decreasesi +1 i* ,te

ii) if the conditions in i) are not satisfied, then labor supply might

either increase or decrease.

Part i of the proposition can be proved by using proposition 3. Part

ii. is obvious.

. Irrlications for the interpretation of estimated labor supply functions

The analysis above shows that for many types of changes in a nonlinear

budget constraint we can determine whether hours of work decrease or increase,

without having to use estimated labor supply functions. However, in some

instances the theory above is not sufficient. in such cases and/or if we

want to quantify the effect, we need empirically estimated labor supply func-

tions. The analysis above have implications for how such empirical work should

be done. and how to interpret the results c: earlier empirical studies.

Assuming there exists a unique global solution no the individual's

utility maximization problem we can always solve for hours of work as a

function of the bef ore tax wage rare. In the following l will call this the

gross wage rate labcr suply function. In some cases this function can be

writen in a closed analyric torn, in c:ner cases not. In the latter case

iti alweys possible to solve for hours c: work numerically given the value

c: rne gross wage ra:, and the fuci: a:. be :abulated.
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The functional form of the gross wage rate labor supply function will

depend on the form of the preferences and the form of the tax schedule.

It should be obvious, and is illustrated by propositions 4-7 above, that

the parameters of the tax schedule acts as shift parameters in the gross

wage rate function.

It is, of course, possible to linearize the gross wage rate function and

estimate a labor supply function of the form

h = a + bw + cy. (2)

Many earlier empirical studies have used specifications like this. These

specifications can be interpreted as linear approximations to nonlinear gross

wage rate labor supply functions.

We can make three observations regarding estimations of. functions like

(2). Firstly, since tax systems have changed quite much in most countries

during the last decades, the parameters a, b and c in (2) has changed over

time. hence, it seems inappropriate to estimate functions like (2) on time

series data. Secondly, the usefulness of a function like (2) estimated on

cross-section data is quite limited, as they can only be used to predict the

effect of changes in the gross wage rate given the tax system in force at the

time data were collected. That is, the estimrted functions cannot be used

to nredict the effect of changes in the gross wage rate given that another

::sys:e is in cre, nor car ibeo use to i:=er the efect c: taxes on

labor supply. A change in the tax: schedule changes the values of the para-

meters a, b and c. However, in order to know how the parameters are affected

we would have to know the underlying nonlinear >unc tion that inludes the tax

paramerers explicitly Thirdly, low values of :he es:imated gross wage rate

elaric:7car no: be raker. as evidence that raxes do no: have a significn

~zor curin: the sevenies resze ir ~..rge changes C: te taxator.
rl ncme.
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influence on labor supply. As shown below, an observed almost vertical

gross wage rate function is .consistent with a large effect of taxes on

labor supply.

To illustrate the last point, let us assume individuals' preferences

can be represented by a Cobb-Douglas utility function U = Ca(z-h)1-, where

C is consumption, z total number of hours available and h hours of work.

If this utility function is maximized subject to a linear budget constraint

C = wh + y, we obtain the labor supply function

h =:z - (1-a) . (3)

Let us next derive the labor supply function when there is a nonlinear

tax. For simplicity a smooth differentiable function is used. Let x denote

taxable income and K after tax income. The tax function used is then implicitly

defined by K = ex0, 0 < 6 < 1, 0 < Q < 1. If x = wh + y, then the labor supply

function will have the form

a* z _(1-c) y
h = - . (4) (3)

1-a+a (1-a+a )w

If taxable income equals wh, and y is untaxed, it is not possible to write

h as an explicit function of . However, the inverse function have the form

.S 1/(
y = (5)

In figure 10 these three labor supply functions are shown for the case

where y = 10,000, e = 0.5, S = 0.9 and S = 0.9. The figure reveals several

interesting facts. First, the labor supply functions are highly nonlinear.

Ifthe gross wage rate labor supply funtior is estimatec by: a linear form,

:his implies the: the results are ex:treme>ly sensirive tc the sample composi-

_o..se .. s 4..: ofindiviua, wih hgh'wa e races woul: vie c

~ e:.a. u:r uv.~' a:. ~r~:;dasw:..y.oIC
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wage rates would yield a supply curve with a large wage rate elasticity.

Thus, if females and males had the same preferences, but females in general

have lower wage rates than males, we would expect estimated gross wage rate

elasticities to be considerably larger for f emales than for males. This is

exactly what has been empirically observed.

Secondly, in our example, taxes has a considerable influence on hours of

work. However, if linearized gross wage rate functions were estimated on a

sample of individuals with wage rates in the interval 18-40, we would obtain

almost vertical supply curves. The effect of the tax is to shift the gross

wage rate labor supply function considerably to the left. The effect of the

tax can not be inferred from the size of the gross wage rate coefficient.

(4) (3)
(5)

30

)1

20 I

10 1 /

1000 2000

Figure 10

The exazple abo've poin.:s out zhe impro~ranE of estim~ating Zhe s~ructura.

Lac -:i unc.: oE. WflCTC rhe r>Luenc : axes er: e_ e :0 iV



this can be done in the presence of piecewise linear taxes have been shown

by, for example, Burtless and Hausman (1978), Wales and Woodland (1979)

and Blomquist (1983)..
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